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For as beautiful an October as we enjoyed, it sure ended abruptly! Before we knew it, the trees were bare and the wind
and rain set in. But we all knew it had to end sooner or later.
Just think how great the cool dampness is for any fall planting
you were able to accomplish. I know I got a couple of blue Junipers planted along with a Nine Bark bush, with my husband’s
help, of course.
As the following quote reminds us, may we be wise and frugal
with our resources. And may we enjoy the beauty of the
sparseness. We let go of the beautiful leaves so the bare trees
can sparkle with a fresh layer of sparkling snow. We see our
natives and perennials fade away so they can reenergize for
spring.

Barb Gollwitzer-Jan 13th
Colette Monahan-Jan 21st
Joanne Dugenske-Jan 23rd

Carolyn Yoakem and Cheryl Tapia will present
“Art in Flowers”. The event at the Milwaukee
Art Museum’s annual program, “Art in Bloom”
is the inspiration for the theme. Come join us
and find out how you can create your own
floral arrangements by thinking outside the
norms of this art form.

So relax as we “snuggle in” for the winter. Watching the flame
of a candle can bring such peace as well as gazing into a fireplace. Enjoy those seed catalogs and plan for next year’s garden. Take time to reflect and enjoy!
With November comes thoughts of Thanksgiving, which hopefully, leads each of us to take the time to realize all we have for
which to be thankful – our families, friends, homes, jobs, good
health (even with a few aches and pains), and last, but not
least, freedom. So many freedoms we just take for granted.

2nd-General meeting United Methodist Church
Hall
No December Board meeting
No January General meeting
Jan 20th-Board meeting, Antioch Public Library

I want to wish each and every one of you a very Happy Thanksgiving!
Cheryl Hoke

"Autumn asks that we prepare for the future - that we
be wise in the ways of garnering and keeping. But it
also asks that we learn to let go -to acknowledge the
beauty of sparseness."

Linda Cerwin, Hostess
Bernita Schutte, Barb Gollwitzer

- Bonaro W. Overstreet
National Garden Clubs INC, Central Region, Garden Clubs of Illinois District IX
President-Cheryl Hoke , Vice President-Melonnie Hartl , Secretary

Barb Gollwitzer, Treasurer-Nancy Zitkus

Printed 10 times a year 75 copies. Mailed/emailed to members. Our Website, antiochgardenclub.org.
Also available at the Antioch Public Library District and the Antioch Chamber of Congress

HORT REPORT: December 2013
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NOW COMES: the final HORT REPORT for the 2013 Gardening Year. Please bear with
us through a short but pride-filled reminiscent of the 2013 activities and contributions
made by so many AGC members to the Conservation and Horticulture Committee.
We are grateful for: the countless club members who gave unprecedented volunteer energy and time to maintaining the loveliest Village gardens ever; an Arbor Day Tree
(Black Hill Spruce) donation at the corner of Skidmore and Orchard St with the subsequent
planting of a surrounding wildflower/butterfly garden; the completed planting of the Brad
Ipsen Memorial Bench swale with ornamental grasses & perennials; the Fence-line Garden
extended with the generosity of donated plants from members home gardens or divisions
from our own gardens, a donated pillar rose was successfully transplanted into the MiniPark; the May 6th General Meeting Program presentation recounting the C&H committee
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history; updating the complete plant lists for each Village Garden, creating and maintaining
delightful Container Gardens for each season; the 8 member Ad Hoc committee who prepared and presented a detailed 13-page proposal of suggested improvements in the Village
Hall Square ; receiving a GCI Gold Horticulture Award for 2012; and continuing with an annual tradition of donating to the NGC Penny Pines Program to benefit the IL Shawnee National Forest.
There were also some disappointments in 2013, such as the drowning of one Korean Spice Viburnum in the Mini-Park (which was immediately replaced with a donated Itea),
the cultivating damage inflicted on one Veterans Honor Rose in the Blue Star requiring replacement in spring 2014, and the failure of our Spring Container Garden Tulips to bloom.
But as the old and true saying goes “Hope Springs Eternal in a True Gardeners Heart”, that
must mean we will be at it again in 2014. So, for now we only mean “Au revoir” and not

“Adieu” with our most sincere and appreciative Thank You to everyone who contributes to
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Antioch Garden Club
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General Meeting Minutes
11/04/2013
CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 7:00pm
WELCOME: Cheryl Hoke, President
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE AND GARDEN CLUB PLEDGE
SPEAKER OF THE MONTH: Melonnie Hartl introduced Bernadette Williams who is an invasive species specialist. She gave a presentation about earthworms as invasive species.
BUSINESS MEETING:
SECRETARY’S REPORT: The secretary’s report for the October 7th, 2013 general meeting,
as published in the Garden Dirt, was approved and filed.
TREASURER’S REPORT: The treasurer’s report for the October 7th, 2013 general meeting,
as published in the Garden Dirt, was approved and filed.
CORRESPONDENCE: Cheryl Tapia read a letter from Anytime Fitness inviting members of
the Chamber of Commerce to join at a discounted rate. A catalog for awards was also received and filed.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
PROGRAMS: Melonnie Hartl reported that the earthworm presentation was very interesting.
MEMBERSHIP: Dee Obrochta reported that we had 25 members and no guests present.
PUBLICTY: Cynthia Stepanek reported that the flyers are in the bags for the Chocolate and
Champaign Walk. She suggested that we look into what other clubs in Illinois are doing to
increase membership. Cheryl Tapia reported that the website is up and running. Cynthia
Stepanek stated that Barb Porch of the Chamber of Commerce would like to see a link to
their website on our website.
YEARBOOK: There were two corrections made for the yearbook. The P.O. box number is
4283, not 42 and the plant sale is May 17th 2014, not May 21st.
HOSPITALITY: Annette Lubkeman reported that the desserts were wonderful and thanked
the Hostesses for their work. Chong created the beautiful centerpiece.
SPECIAL PROJECTS
PHILANTHROPY: No report
SCOLARSHIP-EDUCATION GRANT: No report
HISTORIAN: No report
CONSERVATION HORTICUTURE: Susan Mentgen thanked everyone who helped with the
Village Gardens this season. She reminded us about the fall clean-up on Saturday, November 9th at 9:00am.
WAYS AND MEANS: Kendall Victorine reported that we have 5 out of the six gardens already for the Garden Walk. The route is almost the same as last year. We need another garden in the area by Redhawk for the sixth garden. No report for the Plant Sale.
NOMINATING: No report.
BY-LAWS: No report.
TRAVEL AGENT: Judy Miscichowkski said there are a lot of holiday events at Milligers.
The Gurnee Outing benefits Garden Clubs of Illinois. Elawa has a holiday market on December 8th and 9th.
AWARDS: No report
ANNOUNCEMENTS: Nancy Zitkus said she had 2 cookie sheets leftover from the Plant Sale.
Colette Monahan is collecting plants for the Children's advocacy Center. They will take Perennials and houseplants (even large ones). Linda Cerwin informed us that the labels for the location of the Garden Walk were finished.
RAFFLE: Winners were announced.
NEXT MEETING: Monday December 2, 2013
Meeting was adjourned
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WHAT is that plant, in the Mini-Park’s
Section-A lawn area?
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A Ginkgo biloba ‘Autumn Gold’. G. biloba are
the sole survivors of an ancient and widespread
family of gymnosperm (naked seed) plants, related to conifers and ferns. Ginkgo are actually living fossils with their history well documented in
the fossil records from 150 – 270 million year ago
throughout Asia, North America and parts of Europe. This genus disappeared from the North
American fossil record over 7 million years ago;
but, during 150,000 centuries past they formed
great extended forests near the Columbia River
Gorge in central Washington State.
The genus
name Ginkgo,
also spelled
Gingko, is
derived from
the Japanese
word “ginkyo”
meaning silver
apricot,
referring to
the fruit.
G. biloba are dioecious, with separate sexes on
each plant, therefore the female trees do not produce cones or flowers, but seeds that are incased
in a yellowish fleshy, gelatinous fruit-like covering,
which is eaten in some culinary traditions. The
seeds inside the fruit are also eaten after cooking
or used in herbal medicine therapies.
The species descriptive, “biloba”, meaning two
lobes, refers to the split-in-the-middle character of
it’s fan-shaped leaves. The very romantic common
name “Maidenhair-tree” alludes to the leaves
resemblance to it’s ancient distant relative, the
Maidenhair fern. The Ginkgo leaf motif is popularly seen today in jewelry, wallpaper, fabrics,
etc.., but centuries ago it was considered sacred in
the Buddhist and Confucian cultures of Asia. The
ginkgo leaf remains the official symbol for the very
solemn and ritualized Japanese tea ceremony, it is
the national tree of China, and the official tree and
symbol of Japan’s Capital, Tokyo.
Ginkgo trees enjoy a longevity of life like few
other plants. There are some specimens planted in
Chinese temples 1500 years ago that are still alive
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in this 21st century.
Likewise this species has a hardiness and tenacity for survival that defies common understanding.
Consider the six G. biloba trees growing just 2
miles from the 1945 atomic bomb blast at Hiroshima Japan; they all survived, though charred, and
are alive and productive to this very day. Ginkgos
hardiness and resistance is legendary and makes
them excellent trees for the modern urban environment with all its accompanying pollution, diseases, and pests.

In todays market for landscape purposes, most
of the intentionally planted ginkgos are male cultivars, either grafted onto plants propagated from
seed or through tissue culture propagation. Our
cultivar ‘Autumn Gold” is a clone (tissue culture)
of a male plant. G. biloba has a dependably golden
-yellow fall color, is broadly pyramidal in it’s architecture, and although more compact than the
species, it will mature at around 50Ft tall and 30Ft
wide.
Our tree was planted in the Mini-Park by the
AGC in 2007 in commemoration of a fellow gardener and club member, Nils Rassmussen. Let’s
all enjoy a lovely fantasy vision about a future
team of dedicated AGC members, 1500 years from
now, cultivating lush shade loving plants beneath
an ancient “Beau Brummel” Ginkgo biloba
‘Autumn Gold’ that was planted in 2007 in Antioch’s Mini-Park.
Submitted by: SMentgen

VETERAN’S DAY 2013
Thanks to all who braved the weather and came out to honor our Veterans.

The Botanical Zoo Garden by Barb Atlee

gloves. As usual, the Russians were sage, and all
the bachelors looked buttoned up. Queen Anne
wore lace, and Solomon placed his seal of approval on the guests. Johnny jumped up when he
saw Arti was choking, noticed his friends arriving,
so he quickly finished putting butter in cups.
Shortly Jack climbed into the makeshift pulpit to
pass the peace to Lily and the other attendees.
When tea was over, friends wished one another
to forget-me-not and scurried outside to see the
colorful dragons and horses flying overhead.
They were darting between the birds arriving
back from Paradise. It was time to leave. The botanical zoo was closing and being swept by the
Scotch with brooms. Daisy said the day had been
ever so glorioso and added, “now let us go
home.” Fern remarked how lovely the maidens’
hair had been and that she was glad the prairie
was no longer smoking from the fires set by flies.
Certainly the two wandering Jews had enjoyed
their time together in the garden where the
Botany family and their Zoology friends were
never impatient with one another.

One beautiful afternoon Daisy and Fern decided
to visit the nearby botanical zoo garden. Outside
its gate a sign warned that bucks with thorns,
creeping Charlies and rooted snakes were not
allowed to enter. Inside the garden, however,
snow was on the mountains, and little white lilies
grew in the valley. The zoo could not have been
more resplendent and full of life. Everywhere orange tigers were prancing after their spots. Some
lilies were chatting about which day it was, and
the lambs and elephants had their ears cocked to
hear the swans whistling. Nearby a crane was
scooping the sand from a hill, while turtles
peeked their heads out from behind the rock
cress with their two lips painted. As the girls wandered through the gardens, they heard the blue
bellflowers chiming. Their friend, Susan (who still
had a black eye), joined them on the path to
watch the skunks lunching on cabbage among
the marsh’s marigolds. In the distance, someone
called , “Hiya Cynth,” and a voice answered, “Hi,
I’m combing the cats’ tails.” When the clock
struck four, Daisy and Fern met the Roses for tea. Submitted by Dee Obrochta
They all hurried to the gazebo to find Bergamot
and Chamomile discussing which tea to pour. Fox
was there in his dress attire, complete with
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BIRD’S EYE VIEW
If you plant one daisy it will look nice
but it might not be very visible in your
garden. If you plant a lot of daisies you
will have a bouquet of color that’s more striking than one
simple daisy. People are like this too; when they work
together they can create a beautiful bouquet.
Successful people have someone to support , inspire ,
motivate or work with them. Sometimes the individual
daisies need support from the other daisies but don’t
want to give up their glory.
I am one of those independent daisies who think I can
accomplish just about anything if I can figure out how to
do it. It’s not that I want all the glory, I just became used
to not having people I could depend on.
Recently, when I let my petals open for pollination
and asked for help , I was pleasantly surprised to find a
person who not only helped me to grow but taught me a

few things I didn’t know.
When we set aside our egos, fears, and work together.
When we think outside our own personal experiences
and accept the pollination; we can accomplish more than
just that single daisy.
This is how our group will grow and flourish.

Fast Flower Arranging by Jane Packer
Bright posies of freesias, bunches of daffodils bound
with raffia, rustic bowls overflowing with roses ---- Fast
Flower Arranging makes stunning arrangements from
one of the world's leading floral designers accessible to
anyone. In no more than three easy--to--follow steps,
Jane Packer demonstrates how to make a simple bunch
of flowers and create more than 120 striking displays in
next to no time. Lavish photographs highlight her ingenious instant ideas: vibrant carnations in sherbet--colored
pots, glass tanks of spring bulbs, sophisticated lilies for
an urban setting. Without using complicated techniques
or special equipment, Jane Packer presents ideas for
Valentine's Day, weddings, and birthdays, plus dramatic
large--scale effects for tables and mantelpieces, showing
how to create maximum impact in minimum time. Flower shopping is easy with a glorious visual guide profiling
more than 130 popular flowers, from parrot tulips to
mini--sunflowers, offering advice on availability and life
span. With its wealth of inspiring and practical projects,
Fast Flower Arranging is the ultimate guide to stylish
displays in minutes.
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DECEMBER/JANUARY CHECKLIST

GARDEN QUOTES

Outdoors:

Christmas, my child, is love in action. Every time we
love, every time we give, it's Christmas.

Wait until the ground freezes to mulch
Do light pruning of deciduous woody

Dale Evans

plants
Heavy pruning mid to late winter

Pass the Honey
please!

Protect susceptible woody plants with

wire mesh or chicken wire collars.
Place protective cones over roses or

For all those honey lovers; honey is not just a tasty
treat. According to an article by Mary Lou Shaw in
the November issue of “Mother Earth News”,
honey has many health benefits also.
Shaw stated that studies by Joyce Hammett, a holistic nutrition educator indicate the following
health benefits of raw, unfiltered honey:


Wound healing



Antioxidants



Anti-inflammatory



Cardiovascular protection



Seasonal Allergy immunity



Gastrointestinal health

Whether or not these benefits are scientifically
proven; for me, honey makes me happy. It not
only tastes delicious, but reminds me of warm,
sunny summer days. Cheryl Tapia
For more on this article please go to:
http://www.motherearthnews.com
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make cage from chicken wire and fill
with leaves or straw. This applies to
hybrid teas, Floribundas, and grandifloras. Climbers should be laid down and
covered with a layer of mulch.
Indoors:


Give poinsettias bright not direct light;
avoid sudden temperature changes.



Reduce amount of water and fertilizer
given to most indoor plants



Place blooming plants in cool sunny window for maximum blooms; moist not
soggy



Place Christmas cactus and African violets in warm sunny windows to promote
color



Check houseplant leaves for brown, dry
edges. This indicates too little relative
humidity in the house. Increase humidity
by running a humidifier, grouping plants
together or using pebble trays. Replenish
water as needed.



Move plant away from heating vents or
closely watch for dryness.



Reflect and/or record garden successes
and failure for next years planning.

THE GARDEN DIRT
ANTIOCH GARDEN CLUB
Cheryl Tapia, Editor
328 Elmwood Ln
Antioch, Il 60002
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